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WORLD OF FIREPLACES:
First edition of the trade fair for
fireplaces cosy ambience of living
With its launch in 2023, the WORLD OF FIREPLACES bundles know-how of the segment of comfort and warmth. For
the first time, manufacturers and suppliers will have their own platform to present their products and services - of
the topic of fireplaces and feel-good atmospheres. Decision-makers from all over the world are drawn to Leipzig as
the industry‘s future network hub.
The focus of the WORLD OF FIREPLACES on this future-oriented industry prospects to become a success
for you as exhibitor!

Comments of the industry:
Michael Rambach
Founder & Partner
trendfairs GmbH
„The industry wants its own platform, we offer it to you. With the
WORLD OF FIREPLACES, we are setting a milestone around
the topic of fireplaces and cozy living ambience in Leipzig.“

Nikolaus Fleischhacker,
CEO Oranier group
„An international trade fair for
fireplaces is not only important
for the industry to present the
new products and to enter into dialogue with retailers,
craftsmen and service providers, but also as a platform
for political lobbying.“

Frank Kienle,
Managing Director HKI
„I am convinced that wood as an
energy source plays an important
role in the context of the climate
change and such a trade fair platform can emphasize
this important role even more strongly and significantly
promote the discussion of the future-technology.“

Till Klask,
Managing Director DROOFF
Kaminöfen GmbH & Co. KG
„I cordially invite manufacturers
and specialised retailers to fill
this trade fair with life. We will be able to set thematic
priorities of the entire industry. These topics are worth
to be presented to a broad international public.“

Trade fair business redefined:
Short distances, good infrastructure and perfect networking
Globally active companies, established medium-sized
companies, major brands or smart newcomers from the
industry meet at the WORLD OF FIREPLACES in Leipzig.
The focused product ranges are: stoves, chimneys /
fireplaces, heating systems, ethanol fires, imitations,
exhaust systems, emission reduction techniques,
ceramics, boiler and storage technology, control
technology, smart home and accessories.
Take this trade fair as a perfect opportunity to present
your innovations and highlights to an international
trade audience.
Admission is free of charge for trade visitors.

The WORLD OF FIREPLACES offers an extraordinary platform to chimney and stove constructors,
skilled crafts and trades, specialised retailers,
trade, chimney sweepers, architects, interior
designers, energy consultants, fuel trade, housing
associations, media representatives and bloggers.
International trade visitors come to Leipzig to
discover innovations, to expand knowledge, to
get in contact, to find solutions and to initiate
sustainable business.
The WORLD OF FIREPLACES is aimed specifically
at trade visitors from Europe and all over
the world.

Hygge – a life-style trend
The role of fireplaces and a comfortable living
environment is becoming increasingly important.
The basic need for warmth and well-being plays
into this trend. Whether indoor and outdoor
fireplaces, stoves for cooking or baking, modern
separation technologies, smart home solutions
or accessories offer a promising market. A positive
feeling of living, efficiently and economically
generated heat and the great potential for
modernization are inspiring the trend.

Please find further statements on:
www.world-of-fireplaces.de/en/statements
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At the right place
to the right time
International – major companies of the sector fireplaces and With its good connection by car or train and international
cosy ambience of living meet at the WORLD OF FIREPLACES.
airport, the modern exhibition halls invite you to valuable
The venue Leipzig is easily accessible in the middle of Germany. discussions.
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Leipzig – an attractive trade fair city with history
With an 850-year-old tradition, the trade fair city of
Leipzig is one of the oldest trade fair locations in the world.
As early as the 12th century, so-called market events with
supra-regional significance took place under the term
Leipziger Messe. In addition to its tourist attractiveness,
Leipzig convinces with economic hotel prices, good infrastructure and proximity to the political decisions.
For further information, please click:
www.leipziger-messe.de/en/
www.leipzig.travel/en/

Versatile, smart, attractive:
Outstanding attention to your company
The organiser, trendfairs GmbH, carries out a broadbased media campaign in almost all media channels of
this particular branch as well as directly to trade visitors.

In addition, we offer you individual advertising
packages to increase the perception of your
company.

Industry audiences from all over the world will be
informed about your highlights and news or just your
participation as an exhibitor: by invitation card, by e-mail,
by website, by social media, trade magazines or the daily
press - we keep your target group up to date.

So that you can focus on the most important:
your customers and successful business.
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Facts
Date
Monday, 17 April 2023
until Wednesday, 19 April 2023

Venue
Leipziger Messe GmbH
Messe-Allee 1
04356 Leipzig, Germany
www.leipziger-messe.de

Product categories
∙ Accessories
∙ Accessories for chimney sweeping
∙ Barbeque equipment
∙ Boiler & storage technologies
∙ C eramics / chamotte / mortar / plaster
/ adhesive material
∙ Chimney systems and technique
∙ Construction kits for fireplace and tiled stove
∙ Control & regulation technology
∙ Cookers
∙ Cooperation partners
∙ Decorative fire
∙ Electric-fireplaces
∙ E mission control technology,
particle separators, catalysts
∙ Ethanol-fireplaces
∙ Fireplace inserts / heating fireplaces
∙ Fireplaces with water technology
∙ Freestanding stoves
∙ Fuels / ignition materials
∙ Garden & barbecue fireplaces

Organiser
Stefan-George-Ring 2
81929 Munich, Germany
Phone +49 89 244 193 200
Email: info@trendfairs.de
www.trendfairs.de

in cooperation with
HKI industrial association for house, heating
and kitchen technology
Lyoner Str. 9
60528 Frankfurt am Main
www.hki-online.de

Opening hours
daily from 9 am until 6 pm
Online-edition
from 17 April 2023
www.world-of-fireplaces.de
Exhibition-highlights
∙ Entry for trade visitors free of charge
∙ Expert symposium free of charge
∙ Innovative trends at a glance
∙ Mention of up to 5 trade brand names free of charge

∙ Gas fireplaces / gas inserts
∙ Glass ceramics / fire-proofed panels
∙ Hybrid chimney systems
∙ Inserts for tiled stove and heating
∙ Institutions / associations
∙ Insulating materials
∙ Machines & plants for firewood preparation
∙ Measurement technology
∙ Other
∙ Outdoor fireplaces
∙ Pellet stoves
∙ Slow combustion stoves
∙ Smart home
∙ Solid fuel fireplaces & heat pump & solar technology
∙ Storage stoves, storage fireplaces
∙ Stove tiles
∙ Stoves
∙ Test laboratories
∙ Tiled stoves / plaster stoves
∙ Tools / utilities
∙ Trade press, media & publishers
∙ Wood stoves

trendfairs
Your trade fair organiser for special trade fairs
We are an independent trade fair organiser with excellent event know-how and a keen sense of the market.
Our objective is to make our trade fairs a success for exhibitors and visitors alike.
Our passion is valid for the fascination of the unique, the extraordinary – for the establishment of outstanding
events with high attraction. This is how we make trade fairs better and exhibitors more successful.
We love inspiration and live perfection.

Michael Rambach

Ulrike Rohde

Marc Röder

Andreas Jung

Contact:
+49 171 770 1014
rambach@trendfairs.de

Contact:
+49 89 244 193 202
rohde@trendfairs.de

Contact:
+49 160 979 811 69
roeder@trendfairs.de

Contact:
+49 171 21 79 244
jung@trendfairs.de

wir sehen uns.

1.0 Application documents for 2023
Application to participate at WORLD OF FIREPLACES from 17 to 19 April 2023. We hereby submit our binding application to
participate in accordance with the “Exhibition Regulations / Conditions of Participation”.
Exhibitor/Company name
Contact person (First name/last name)
Street

VAT Reg. No.

Postcode/town/city/country

Mobile

Phone

Email

Website www.

Different billing address

WORLD OF FIREPLACES exhibition stand - your stand request
We need the following stand size category
up to 49 m2
50 - 99 m2
100 - 199 m2
from 200 m2

We require the following exhibition space and position:

We require the following stand type:

227,- EUR/m2
223,- EUR/m2
218,- EUR/m2
212,- EUR/m2

one side open
two sides open + 5 % per m2

Other fees
Flat-rate energy fee		
Marketing contribution		
Exhibitor’s liability insurance

m2 (minimum size 20 m2)

booth size

three sides open + 10 % per m2

10,- EUR per m2 (mandatory)
395,- EUR (mandatory)
20,- EUR (mandatory)

Co-exhibitors only
At the stand of (company)				
for 585,- EUR incl. Marketing contribution und Exhibitor’s liability insurance

island position + 15 % per m2
We need an exhaust gas connection (fees apply):
yes

no

Online trade fair
Participation at the online exhibition is free of charge for exhibitors (value € 3.500,-). Additional services for the online trade fair:
Function „Leave a business card“			
Funktion „Leave an email“			

125,- EUR
inclusive

Function „Video call“				
Function „Live chat“				

125,- EUR
125,- EUR

Please provide the names of additional contact persons who are involved in the organisation of the trade fair.
Organisation / Technical
First name, surname

Phone

Email

Mobile

Marketing
First name, surname

Phone

Email

Mobile

Contact person on site during trade fair
First name, surname

Mobile

The contract shall come into force on written confirmation from the organiser and legally binding signing of this application.
A binding commitment to participate will only come into effect after confirmation by trendfairs GmbH. There is no entitlement with respect to preferred stand types and locations.
Cancellation rights remain unaffected by this. We will make every effort to provide you with the stand you ask for. All the prices listed exclude the applicable statutory VAT.

Place/date

Signature
By signing, the exhibitor regulations/terms of participation have been read.

trendfairs GmbH, Stefan-George-Ring 2, D-81929 Munich, Germany phone: +49 89 244 193 200, fax: +49 89 244 193 203, info@trendfairs.de, www.trendfairs.de
Please send your application form by post to the address above, or scan it in and send it to mehler@trendfairs.de or by fax to +49 89 244 193 203.
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2.0 Brand registration
You can register four more brands here free of charge
(From the fifth registered brand onwards, we charge 585,- EUR marketing fee per brand).
In addition, we ask you to send your brand logos as vector graphics (.eps-file in 4c, black/white and negative), as well as a key image for each brand (.jpg-file at least
800 x 440 px, one image / no collage or text compilations). Please send these files to Ms Jördis Mehler immediately after submitting your application: mehler@trendfairs.de
Brand 1

www.

Please tick all the product groups that apply to Brand 1 (multiple responses possible)
Accessories
Barbecue equipment
Boiler and storage technologies
Ceramic / fireclay / mortar /
plaster / adhesive material
Chimney systems/technology
	Control & regulation technology
Cookers
	Cooperation partners
Decorative fire
Electric fireplaces

Emission control technology,
particle separators, catalysts
Ethanol fireplaces
Fireplace inserts / heating fireplaces
Fireplace kits / tiled stove kits
Fireplaces with water technology
Freestanding stoves
Fuels / ignition materials
	Garden & barbecue fireplaces
Gas fireplaces / gas inserts
Glass ceramics / fire-proofed panels

Brand 2

Hybrid chimney systems
Inserts for tiled stove and heating
Institutions / associations
Insulating materials
	Machines & plants for firewood preparation
Media & Publishers
Measurement technology
Other
	Outdoor fireplaces
Pellet stoves
Slow combustion stoves

Smart home
Solid fuel fireplaces & heat pump
& solar technology
Storage stoves, storage fireplaces
Stove tiles
	Stoves
Test laboratories
Tiled stoves / plaster stoves
	Tools/ utilities
Trade press
Wood stoves

www.

Please tick all the product groups that apply to Brand 2 (multiple responses possible)
Accessories
Barbecue equipment
Boiler and storage technologies
Ceramic / fireclay / mortar /
plaster / adhesive material
Chimney systems/technology
	Control & regulation technology
Cookers
	Cooperation partners
Decorative fire
Electric fireplaces

Emission control technology,
particle separators, catalysts
Ethanol fireplaces
Fireplace inserts / heating fireplaces
Fireplace kits / tiled stove kits
Fireplaces with water technology
Freestanding stoves
Fuels / ignition materials
	Garden & barbecue fireplaces
Gas fireplaces / gas inserts
Glass ceramics / fire-proofed panels

Brand 3

Hybrid chimney systems
Inserts for tiled stove and heating
Institutions / associations
Insulating materials
	Machines & plants for firewood preparation
Media & Publishers
Measurement technology
Other
	Outdoor fireplaces
Pellet stoves
Slow combustion stoves

Smart home
Solid fuel fireplaces & heat pump
& solar technology
Storage stoves, storage fireplaces
Stove tiles
	Stoves
Test laboratories
Tiled stoves / plaster stoves
	Tools/ utilities
Trade press
Wood stoves

www.

Please tick all the product groups that apply to Brand 3 (multiple responses possible)
Accessories
Barbecue equipment
Boiler and storage technologies
Ceramic / fireclay / mortar /
plaster / adhesive material
Chimney systems/technology
	Control & regulation technology
Cookers
	Cooperation partners
Decorative fire
Electric fireplaces

Emission control technology,
particle separators, catalysts
Ethanol fireplaces
Fireplace inserts / heating fireplaces
Fireplace kits / tiled stove kits
Fireplaces with water technology
Freestanding stoves
Fuels / ignition materials
	Garden & barbecue fireplaces
Gas fireplaces / gas inserts
Glass ceramics / fire-proofed panels

Brand 4

Hybrid chimney systems
Inserts for tiled stove and heating
Institutions / associations
Insulating materials
	Machines & plants for firewood preparation
Media & Publishers
Measurement technology
Other
	Outdoor fireplaces
Pellet stoves
Slow combustion stoves

Smart home
Solid fuel fireplaces & heat pump
& solar technology
Storage stoves, storage fireplaces
Stove tiles
	Stoves
Test laboratories
Tiled stoves / plaster stoves
	Tools/ utilities
Trade press
Wood stoves

www.

Please tick all the product groups that apply to Brand 4 (multiple responses possible)
Accessories
Barbecue equipment
Boiler and storage technologies
Ceramic / fireclay / mortar /
plaster / adhesive material
Chimney systems/technology
	Control & regulation technology
Cookers
	Cooperation partners
Decorative fire
Electric fireplaces

Emission control technology,
particle separators, catalysts
Ethanol fireplaces
Fireplace inserts / heating fireplaces
Fireplace kits / tiled stove kits
Fireplaces with water technology
Freestanding stoves
Fuels / ignition materials
	Garden & barbecue fireplaces
Gas fireplaces / gas inserts
Glass ceramics / fire-proofed panels

Hybrid chimney systems
Inserts for tiled stove and heating
Institutions / associations
Insulating materials
	Machines & plants for firewood preparation
Media & Publishers
Measurement technology
Other
	Outdoor fireplaces
Pellet stoves
Slow combustion stoves

Smart home
Solid fuel fireplaces & heat pump
& solar technology
Storage stoves, storage fireplaces
Stove tiles
	Stoves
Test laboratories
Tiled stoves / plaster stoves
	Tools/ utilities
Trade press
Wood stoves

trendfairs GmbH, Stefan-George-Ring 2, D-81929 Munich, Germany phone: +49 89 244 193 200, fax: +49 89 244 193 203, info@trendfairs.de, www.trendfairs.de
Please send your application form by post to the address above, or scan it in and send it to mehler@trendfairs.de or by fax to +49 89 244 193 203.
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3.0 Other Information
Other Information to WORLD OF FIREPLACES

Your WORLD OF FIREPLACES trade fair package includes the following at no additional cost
 	 3 days trade fair participation (17 to 19 April 2023, 9 am – 6 pm each day)
	 Participation as an exhibitor at the online exhibition
	Set-up and dismantling days
	Online check-in (visitor registration)
	Free entry for industry professionals
	Staff for reception and trade fair organisation
	Exhibitor passes: Using digital, personalized exhibitor registration,
exhibitor passes are generated for download.
	Security service in and around the exhibition area (excluding exhibition stands)
	Cleaning of the exhibition area (excluding exhibition stands)
	Signage to, in and around the exhibition area

General lighting
	Wi-Fi usage within the exhibition centre
	Heating / air conditioning/ventilation
	Toilet service / toilet cleaning
	Catering for exhibitors (with credit card system) and trade visitors
(fees apply)
Stand catering for exhibitors (fees apply)
Individual visitor scanning with analysis (fees apply)
	Attractive, unique advertising media to increase your
success during the exhibition (fees apply)

Your marketing package includes the following at no additional cost
 A n entry in the online exhibition directory with
company and brand names (including link)
 An entry in the exhibition magazine with logo and address
 Promotion in the trade press (online and print)
 Direct postal promotion to trade visitors, multiple times via
email (direct and via third parties) and via social media networks
 Newsletter promotion for WORLD OF FIREPLACES using trendfairs GmbH’s
address database and via third party providers

 Press and public relations at regular intervals
 Promotional banners for your website / emails
for advertising WORLD OF FIREPLACES
 Production and distribution of the trade fair magazine
 Search engine optimisation
 Online campaigns
 Social media campaigns

As a virtual exhibitor at the online trade fair, the following content is available to you
 Extensive, customizable exhibitor site (images, texts, videos, colors)
 Takeover of previously designed exhibitor sites
 Participation in the areas of "theme worlds", "product groups"
and "Innovations & Highlights"
 Integration of your own virtual presence

Additional services for a fee:
 Function „Leave business card“
 Function „Video call“ 		
 Function „Live chat“		

125,- EUR
125,- EUR
125,- EUR

Other Information
 You can use the Exhibitor Management System EMS to place your order for rental furniture, rental equipment, exhaust outlets, separate power supply, separate water

connection, advertising media, traverse systems, light systems etc. easily and conveniently online. Login credentials will be provided upon receipt of your application,
or approx. 3 months before the trade fair start date.
	Set-up time:
Thursday, 13 April to Saturday, 15 April 2023 from 7 am – 8 pm
Sunday, 16 April 2023 from 7 am – 12 pm
After this, only dirt-free decoration works are permitted at the stand (1 pm – 6 pm). Construction ends at 6 pm.
Earlier stand set-up is possible on payment of a fee.
Dismantling time:
Wednesday, 19 April 2023 from 7 pm – 10 pm
Thursday, 20 to Saturday, 22 April 2023 from 7 am – 6 pm
Trade fair opening hours:
17 to 19 April 2023, daily from 9 am – 6 pm
Opening hours of the online trade fair: from 17 April 2023, 24 hours
daily from 9 am – 6 pm Livestreams, Live chats, Live Video calls

trendfairs GmbH, Stefan-George-Ring 2, D-81929 Munich, Germany phone: +49 89 244 193 200, fax: +49 89 244 193 203, info@trendfairs.de, www.trendfairs.de
Please send your application form by post to the address above, or scan it in and send it to mehler@trendfairs.de or by fax to +49 89 244 193 203.
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4.0 Exhibition Regulations /
Conditions of Participation
4.1 Event

4.4 Early termination of the contract

4.1.1 The trade fair event organizer is trendfairs GmbH, Stefan-George-Ring 2, D-81929 Munich,
Germany, represented by their managing director, Ulrike Rohde. The fair is managed by Michael
Rambach and Ulrike Rohde.

4.4.1 Exhibitors shall be bound by their applications up to 3 months before the start of the
exhibition. No provision is made for an ordinary termination of the participation agreement. The
right to extraordinary termination remains unaffected.

4.1.2 Participation in the event is subject to a corresponding agreement between the organiser
and the exhibitor. This becomes effective upon registration by the exhibitor and confirmation of
participation by the organiser.

4.4.2 If an exhibitor cancels their participation after confirmation of participation has been
given up to 3 months before the event begins, they shall owe 40% of the agreed stand rental as
flat-rate compensation. If cancellation is made after this time (and after confirmation of participation has been given), the exhibitor shall owe 100% of the agreed stand rental as flat-rate
compensation. Cancellations must be made in writing. The right of the exhibitor to prove that
damage has not occurred, or is equivalent to a much lower amount than the agreed compensation, shall remain unaffected. In the event of cancellation or other unauthorised rescinding of
the contract, the organiser is entitled, but not obliged, to use the stand area as they see fit.

4.2 Registration

4.2.1 The exhibitor’s application to take part has to be submitted in writing to the organiser
using the organiser’s forms. The application form must be completed in full and have a legally
binding signature. By signing this document, the exhibitor accepts the exhibition regulations/
general conditions of participation (and separately event conditions on our website www.
world-of-fireplaces.de/exhibitor/conditions-of-participation).
4.2.2 Reservations and conditions are not permitted during registration. If such are entered
on the registration form, they shall be considered as legally void, unless they are confirmed in
writing by the organizer.
4.2.3 The decision with respect to accepting the application for participation and allocating the
stand is made by the organiser with the diligence of a prudent businessperson and within the
bounds of available space. In case of overbooking, the order of receipt of applications shall be
decisive. There is no entitlement to participate.
4.2.4 The organiser may, for objectively justified reasons, in particular if the available exhibition
space is not sufficient, exclude individual applicants from participation and / or, if this is necessary for the achievement of the event objective, restrict the event to certain exhibitor groups or
supplier groups or reduce the desired stand size.
4.2.5 The exhibitor shall receive written confirmation of participation when the application for
participation is accepted. The stand number, stand size and other details of the stand occupancy
shall be provided in a separate written notification.

4.4.3 The organiser is entitled to withdraw from the contract, or to extraordinarily terminate
it without notice if the important grounds lie within the person of the exhibitor. Such grounds
shall exist, in particular, if an application for the launch of insolvency proceedings has been
made against the exhibitor, such an application was rejected for lack of assets, or insolvency
proceedings have already been opened.
4.5 Invoicing / payment
4.5.1 The down payment invoice amounting to 25 % of the booked stand area plus energy
contribution, marketing contribution, exhibitor insurance and the desired stand type shall be
made approx. 12 months before the start of the event or immediately if the booking is received
later than 12 months before the start of the event. The down payment invoice shall be payable
immediately and in full upon receipt.
4.5.2 The invoice for participation and other costs incurred shall be issued approximately 12
weeks before the start of the event. The invoice for the participation shall be payable immediately and in full upon receipt.
4.5.3 There shall be no right to participate unless all due payments to trendfairs GmbH have
been settled.

4.2.6 The stands are allocated by the organiser on the basis of considerations that are determined by the theme of the exhibition. exhibitors are not entitled to assignment of particular stand
areas and do not become entitled to this even if they have occupied the same area at one of the
organizer’s previous events. The organizer will, however, take requests for specific stands into
consideration as far as is possible. An area that is allocated with a +/- 10 % difference is within
the range of tolerance and does not require consultation with the applicant.

4.5.4 The organiser shall be entitled to extraordinary termination of the participation agreement
without notice if, despite reminders, the exhibitor has not made due payments to trendfairs GmbH.

4.3 Stand design

4.6.1 1 If there are urgent reasons that are not the fault of the organiser, or in cases of force
majeure, the organiser has the right to postpone, shorten, lengthen, or cancel the event.

4.3.1 The stand design and set-up required for this are a matter for the exhibitor. The exhibitor
is required to respect the character and image of the event. The event organiser is entitled to
stipulate certain arrangements in this regard. The exhibitor shall be responsible for complying
with safety regulations. Stands that adversely affect the overall image of the event shall not be
accepted by the organizer. The same applies to unacceptable advertising messages.
4.3.2 The allocated stand dimensions must not be exceeded. The maximum stand height is 3.50
metres. Stand heights that deviate from this require the consent of the trade fair management.
Hall ceiling attachments also require the consent of the trade fair management. The rear sides of
stand partition walls over 2.50 m in height must have a pure white and visually flawless surface.
In particular, they must not display any text or graphics.
We recommend an open stand design for peninsula stands and island stands.
It is the stand owner’s job to check the statics. A maximum of 100 kg is permitted per suspension point.
4.3.3 Operating obligation: The exhibitor is obliged to occupy the stand for the entire
duration of the event during opening hours. There is an operating obligation. Personnel must be
in attendance at the stand for the entire duration of the WORLD OF FIREPLACES event. Removal
of exhibition goods and dismantling of the stands is not permitted before the official end of the
trade fair WORLD OF FIREPLACES. If the operating obligation is violated, the event organiser is
permitted to levy a contract fine of 20 % of the basic rent.

4.5.5 The event organiser reserves the right to assert the statutory lessor’s lien.
4.6 Force majeure

4.6.2 In such an exceptional case, exhibitors shall neither be entitled to withdraw from the
contract nor to claim compensation.
4.6.3 If the event does not take place for reasons for which the organiser cannot be held responsible, the organiser may require the exhibitors to pay up to 25% of the agreed participation fee
as a general compensation for expenses.
4.6.4 If an event that has already opened has to be cancelled for reasons for which the organizer
is not responsible, no refund of the participation fee and other payments will be made.
4.6.5 The organiser is not liable to the exhibitor for damages and other disadvantages arising
from a cancellation or abandonment of an event for reasons for which the organiser cannot be
held responsible.
4.7 Place of fulfilment/Place of jurisdiction
4.7.1 Place of jurisdiction is Munich, place of fulfilment is Fürth. The organiser is entitled, if they
so wish, to bring an action against an exhibitor at the court with jurisdiction over the exhibitor’s
place of business.
4.7.2 German law shall apply exclusively.

4.3.4 The sub-letting of stand areas or other transfers to third parties is forbidden. In the event
of an infringement, the event organiser is entitled to extraordinary termination of the participation agreement without notice. In such a case, the exhibitor shall remain liable for the payment
of the agreed stand rental and any other costs. Co-exhibitors with their own application are
exempt from this regulation.

trendfairs GmbH, Stefan-George-Ring 2, D-81929 Munich, Germany phone: +49 89 244 193 200, fax: +49 89 244 193 203, info@trendfairs.de, www.trendfairs.de
Please send your application form by post to the address above, or scan it in and send it to mehler@trendfairs.de or by fax to +49 89 244 193 203.
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New cancellation policy
(Return required)

Company
Place
Date

If, due to the infection situation regarding the new type of coronavirus (SARS-CoV-2), the WORLD OF FIREPLACES 2023 cannot be physically
held and has to be cancelled for good reason, or an official order prohibits the trade fair from being held up until this date, the exhibitor
is also released from their contractual obligations to physically participate in the WORLD OF FIREPLACES 2023.
Participation fees calculated in this regard, plus the additional fees for physical participation (marketing pack, insurance, etc.) are no
longer owed by the exhibitor and the contract is therefore rescinded. Any payments already made for cancelled participation fees will be
refunded to the exhibitor. In this case, the exhibitor will still be an exhibitor in the online trade fair and will pay a participation fee of €
3,500 (plus any VAT) plus any additional, booked modules for the online trade fair. The assertion of other claims for damages is excluded in
the present case for both parties, unless they have their legal basis in a grossly negligent or intentional act by the contractual partner used
or their vicarious agents.

legally binding signature exhibitor

trendfairs GmbH, Stefan-George-Ring 2, D-81929 Munich, Germany tel: +49 89 244 193 200, fax +49 89 244 193 203, info@trendfairs.de, www.trendfairs.de
Please send your signed cancellation policy by post above, or scan it in and send it to rohde@trendfairs.de or by fax to +49 89 244 193 203.
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